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Press Release
Summer Travel Heats Up With the Hottest New Phones and iGo(R) Chargers
iGo Is Now Compatible With the iPhone 3G S and Palm Pre to Simplify Staying Powered Up and Connected This
Summer
SCOTTSDALE, AZ, Jul 09, 2009 (MARKETWIRE via COMTEX) -- iGo multi-device chargers are now compatible with the
hottest smartphones hitting the market -- the iPhone 3G S and Palm Pre, helping gadget lovers pack light but still carry their
newest electronic gadgets while traveling this summer.
iGo chargers make the perfect travel companion. These recently launched smartphones combined with an iGo universal
charger and power tips -- including iGo tip A133 for the iPhone 3G S and iGo tip A138 for the Palm Pre -- give travelers the
freedom to take one charger for all their devices.
"iGo universal chargers offer a solution to fit any gadget lover's lifestyle as they buy the next hot tech items like the Palm Pre,"
said Wally Thornton, vice president of product for iGo. "Since smartphones are built to serve multiple functions, battery life is a
very real issue for these devices. As a result, gadget lovers must frequently charge their smartphone along with other devices
they rely on while away from home. With our ability to charge 95% of all mobile devices while in the car, in the air, or at a
hotel, travelers free up some space by packing one charger, instead of several bulky power sources."
In addition to being compatible with the iPhone 3G S, Palm Pre and other hot electronic gadgets, iGo is set to launch its iGo
Green(TM) Technology product line in stores and online later this year. Featuring the first green laptop charger, eight-outlet
surge protector and wall outlet, iGo Green(TM) Technology products automatically use 85% less standby power than
standard power products, saving both energy and money.
For more information about iGo Inc.'s (NASDAQ: IGOI) newest products, please visit www.iGo.com.
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